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Primary and/or Intermediate Lesson Plan

Materials & Technologies
pencil
black Sharpie
water colour paint
11X17 paper

Resources & References
Books:  
Love is Love by Michael Genhart and Ken Min (about having 
gay parents)
ISBN-10: 1939775132
ISBN-13: 978-1939775139

Big Book of Families by Mary Hoffman (about a variety of 
family structures) 
ISBN-10: 184507999X
ISBN-13:  978-1845079994

Our Skin: A first Conversation about Race by Megan Madison, 
Jessica Ralli, and Isabel Roxas
ISBN-10: 0593382633
ISBN-13: 978-0593382639

Pre-Class Preparation
Read anchor books and discuss diversity of identity.

To show students, gather a small collection of images of  line 
patterns used in the context of works of art.

Procedure
Read books about the importance of positive identity and 
discuss the value of diversity. ***A big focus of this lesson 
is on social and emotional learning, and how important it is 
to accept that we are all unique, unlike anyone else. The art 
piece celebrates personal diversity.
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Show students examples of line patterns to ready them for 
this project.

Trace arm and hand on large paper (approximately 11X17).

With Sharpie, draw shapes in the tracing.  I personally 
followed my vein lines….

Draw pattern inside the shapes.  The patterns should 
represent things about the individual, so wavy lines may 
indicate a liking for the ocean, whereas broken lines could 
indicate liking to for roads and travel. 

Focus on repeptiton and balance of patterns and shapes.

Choose 3-5 colours and paint shapes with water colour paint.  
Students will be painting over their Sharpie line patterns. The 
colour should also reflect aspects of the student’s personality.  
Students will have their own personal opinions about how 
colours and emotions connect for them. 

Once again, focus on repetition and balance to create unity.  

When dry, cut out the arm shape.

Mount the class’s work reaching towards each other to 
show that although we are diverse, we are working toward a 
common goal, community.

Language Arts connection:
At the end, have students write a self-reflection that shows 
how the colours reflect their personality, and display this with 
the artwork.

Assessment/Evaluation
• Have students used a VARIETY of LINE PATTERNS and 

SHAPES?  
• Have students used REPEATED patterns and shapes?
• Have students repeated and BALANCED colours?
• Are students able to explain how their colour choices and 

line choices relate to their individual personalities?

Adaptations/Modifications
• Students can paint the arm without drawing shapes and 

patterns on it.
• Students can use other media to colour arm.
• Students could just do a hand if time is short.

In process work by Jason Y., Rosemary Heights 
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Extensions and Possible 
Cross-Curricular 
Connections
• Students can do a self portrait - a 

silhouette of the head would be 
interesting.

• Students can use skin tone colours 
and practice mixing brown colours.

• For a Sc/SS connection, they could 
use images of nature instead of line 
patterns, to show interconnection 
between the land and self.  Different 
books would lead to this topic.

Curricular Competencies: 
What students will DO 

Concepts & Content: 
What students will know

• Explore identity, place, culture and belonging through 
arts experiences

• Reflect on creative prorcesses and make connections 
to personal experiences

• Apply learned skills, understandings and processes 
in new contexts

• Express feelings and ideas in creative ways

• Students will use the following 
concepts of elements of art and 
principles of design:

 line, shape, pattern, repetition, 
 colour

The 
BIG 
Ideas

Creative 
experiences involve 

an interplay 
between exploration, 

inquiry, and 
purposeful choice.

The arts connect 
our experiences to 
the experiences of 

others.
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